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ON EXTREMAL EXTENSIONS
OF REGULAR CONTENTS AND MEASURES

WOLFGANG ADAMSKI

(Communicated by Andrew Bruckner)

Abstract. Within the framework of regular extensions of contents and mea-

sures we show that every regular content admits an extremal extension. Under

an additional assumption we can also prove the existence of extremal measure

extensions.

1. Introduction

It is well known that there are a lot of different characterizations of extremal

extensions of contents and measures (see [11, 6, 7, 4, 9]). As for existence re-

sults, however, only one general existence theorem for extremal extensions of

contents, due to Plachky [11], is known, whereas extremal measure extensions

are considered always for special situations (e.g., if the target cr-algebra is gen-

erated from a given cr-algebra by adjunction of a family of pairwise disjoint

sets [6, 4]), since, in general, extremal measure extensions do not exist (see [11,
13]).

In this note we consider two lattices 3?, S? of subsets of some set X with
J? c 5f, and we show that every ^-regular content defined on the algebra gen-

erated by 3? has an extremal extension to an ^-regular content on the algebra

generated by S? . This result, a generalization of Plachky's existence theorem,
is used to prove that, under an additional assumption, every ^-regular mea-

sure has an extremal extension to an ^-regular measure. Various applications
of this latter result are given.

Now we fix the notation. X will always denote an arbitrary set. A paving (in

X) is a subset of ¿P(X), the power set of X, which contains the empty set. A
paving that is closed under finite (countable) intersections and finite unions is

called a lattice (¿-lattice).
If X c &>(X) is a lattice, then &(3T) := {F c X: F r\K eJT for all K e

X} denotes the lattice of the so-called "local X-sets". Obviously, Ié^J)
and 3t c ^(Jf) ; in addition, we have Jf = &(X) iffleJ.

Let ^ be a paving in X. Then a(W), tr(W) denote the algebra, cr-algebra

generated by W, respectively. & is said to be semicompact if every countable
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subfamily of ^ having the finite intersection property has a nonvoid intersec-

tion.

If 3? , f? are pavings in X, then 3t is said to be sequentially dominated

by J? if, whenever (K„ e 3f)„eti and K„ [ <f>, there exists a sequence (L„ e

5?)neN such that L„ j. <\> and A^„ c L„ for all « e N. Note that a semicompact

paving is sequentially dominated by any paving SC with X £2C .

By a content (measure) we always understand a [0, oo)-valued, finitely

(countably) additive set function defined on an algebra (cr-algebra).

Let sé c 3°(X) be an algebra and X a content on sé . With X there are

associated two set functions X* and X* defined, for all E c X, by X*(E) :=

inf{A(i4): E c A £ s/} and Xt(E) := %up{X(A): E D A£sé}. If ?cj/ is
a paving, then A is said to be ^-regular if X(A) = sup{A(C): C £W, C c A}
holds for all A e sé .

Let X be a topological space. Any set of the form {/ = 0} , where / is a

real-valued continuous function on X, is called a zero-set in X. We denote

by Z(X), &(X), 3f(X), and JT0 W the family of all zero-, closed, com-
pact, and compact (/¿-sets in X, respectively. Note that X is countably com-

pact (pseudocompact) iff &(X) (2"(X)) is semicompact. 3§o{X) '■= o(3í(X))

(3§(X) := o(^(X))) denotes the Baire (Borel) cr-algebra in X. Any measure

defined on 3§o(X) (ß{X)) is called a Baire (Borel) measure on X. 9~(X)-

regular Borel measures are simply called regular. On the other hand, a 3?(X)-

regular Borel measure on a Hausdorff space X is called a Radon measure.

According to [12, Theorem 18, Part I] we have

1.1. Lemma. Every Baire measure on a topological space X is Z{X)-regular.

Finally, for any convex subset D of some real vector space, we write ex D

for the set of extreme points of D.

2. The main results

Consider a content A defined on an algebra sé c &>(X), and let 2C c 9°(X)

be a lattice such that sé c a(S?). We denote by ba(A, J?) the convex set of all

^-regular contents on a(S?) that extend A. Observe that, for the case of an

algebra S? , ba(A, Sf) is the family of all contents on S? which are extensions

of A.

2.1. Lemma. For p e ba(A, SC), we have

p£exha(X,2')   iff p £ exha(X, a(^f)).

Proof. Let p e exha(X,2?), and assume p = 2~x(px + p2) with px,p2 £

ba(A,a(^)). As 2~{p¡ < p for i = 1,2 and p is ^"-regular, we infer

px, p2£ ba(A, 2C), so px= p2. Thus p e e\xba(A, a(2^)). The other part of
the claim is obvious.

2.2. Lemma. Let 3? c &>(X) be a lattice with X £ 3?, and let X be a 3t-

regular content on a(3?). For a given Q £ ^(A')V^, denote by 3t the lattice

generated by 3fö{Q} and define p(D) := sup{A,(5\ß)+A*(5'nß): 5el,5c

D} for D £ a(3f). Then p £ ex ba(A, Jf).

Proof. By [1, Lemma 2.1], p £ ha(X,3f). Thus, in view of 2.1 and [11,
Theorem 1 and the associated Remark 2], it suffices to show that for any e > 0
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there is an a(3f)-set L satisfying p(LAQ) < e. For this purpose choose

L £ a(3t) such that Q c L and X(L) < X*(Q) + e. Since X e 3t, we

have 3r = {(QnK)öK':K,K'£3f}. Consequently, for every S e 3f with
S c LAß = L\ß we have S £ 3T, and hence A»(5,\ß)+A*(5'nß) = X,(S\Q) <
X(S) < X»(L\Q) = X(L) - X*(Q) < e , which proves our claim.

Now we consider two lattices 3Z, S? of subsets of X satisfying 3? c S?
together with a 3Ü-regular content A on a(3f). It is well known that ba(A, 3?)

is nonvoid (see [1, Theorem 3.2] or [3, Theorem 2.1]). The following theorem,

the central result of this note, states that the convex set ba(A, J?) even has

extreme points. Its proof is based on a suitable modification of the proof of [1,
Theorem 2.2].

2.3. Theorem. Let 3?, J? be lattices of subsets of X with 3Z c 2C. Then
exba(A, 3?) ± 0 for every 3t-regular content X on a(3f).

Proof. W.l.o.g. we can assume X £ 3?. (Otherwise one might introduce the

lattices 3?' = 3? u {X} and 5T = & u {X} since ba(A, &) = ba(A, 3").)
We consider ordered pairs (JK, p) where J? is a lattice of subsets of X and

p is a ^-regular content on a(Jt). Partially order these pairs in the following

way: (Jf, p) < (JC, p') iff Âf c Jt' and p! is an extension of p.
Define Y := {(Jf, p): 3f c J? c & and p £ exba(X,Jf)}. Note that

(3T,X)£Y.
(1) T is inductively ordered.
Let (Jfj, Pi)iei be a chain in Y. Then Jf := \]{Âfi is a lattice which satisfies

Jc/ci' and a(Jt) = (J; «(••*/) • For A e a(Jf) define /i(^) := p¡(A)
provided that A e a(Jf¡). Then // is a At'-regular content on a(^#) that

extends every p¡. Thus (J?¡,pi) < (Jf, p) for any i £ I. In particular,

/z is an extension of A, i.e., p e ba(A,^#). To prove p e e\x ba(A, ./#),

consider px, p2 £ ba(A, .#) with /¿ = 2~x(px + p2). Fix some in e /, and

set />; := pj\a(J?i0) for / = 1,2. Then pi, p2 e ba(A, q(^0)) and p¡0 =

2~x(px + p2) ■ Since /¿,0 e exba(A,^¿0), we infer px = p2 from 2.1. Now

consider an arbitrary A £ a(-#). Then A £ a(Jf¡0) for some io £ I, so

/>i(^4) = px(A) = p2(A) = p2(A). Thus px = p2, and hence p e exha(X, J?),
which implies (Jf, p) e T. So (1) holds true.

(2) By Zorn's lemma, there is a maximal element (JÜ, p) in Y. We will show

that Jf = S?, which implies that p is the desired element of ex ba(A, S1).

Assume there is a set ß e Sf\Jt. Denoting by 3Ï the lattice generated

by JK U {ß} there exists, by 2.2, an element p e exha(p,3t). Next we

shall prove p e ex ba(A, 3t), which implies (3?, p) e T. On the other hand,

we have (J£, p) < (3?, p) and J[ ± Sfc, which, however, contradicts the

maximality of (JÍ, p).

It is obvious that p. e ba(A, 3Í). To prove the extremality of p, let p

= 2~x(px + p2) with px, p2 £ ba(A, 3f). Define p¡ := pi\a(Âf), i = 1, 2.

For A £ a(Jf) we have p(A) = Ji(A) = 2~x(jix(A) + p2(A)), i.e., p =

2_1(/2i + p2). Since ¿t, e ba(A, a(Â?)) for i = 1, 2 and /> e e\»c ba(A,-#),

we infer px = p2 = p from 2.1. Thus px, p2£ ha(p, a(3f)). As /i is an ele-

ment of exha(p, 3?), we have px = p2 by 2.1. This proves p e e\xba(A, 3f).
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Remark. If 3? and Sf are algebras in X with 3? c 3?, and if A is a content
on 3?, then ba(A, Sf) is the family of all contents on 31 that extend A. For

this special case Plachky [11] proved the existence of extreme points by a Krein-

Milman argument. However, in our more general situation we cannot use this

method since ba(A, 3?) is, in general, not closed in ba(A, a(3})) with respect

to the topology of setwise convergence.

Next we are concerned with extremal extensions of regular measures. For

this purpose we consider two cr-algebras sé, 38 in X satisfying 3? c sé c
a(^(3T)), S? c 38 c o($~(3)), and sé c 38 . (Note that X£3f (X e 3f)
implies sé = a(3t) (38 = o(2')). Furthermore, for any ^-regular measure A

on sé we write ca(A, 3?, 38) for the convex set of all ^-regular measures on

38 that extend A. It is shown in [11, 13] that the implication ca(A ,S? ,38) ^
(¡> => ex ca(A, Jz?, 38) ^ 4> is, in general, not true, even if 3t and 3* are
(countably generated [13]) cr-algebras (and hence 3? = sé , 3? = 38).

However, under an additional assumption, we have

2.4. Theorem. Let 3? be a ô-lattice that is sequentially dominated by

a(^(3t)).   Then exca(X, S?,38) ^ tf> for every 3f-regular measure X on
sé.

Proof. By 2.3, there exists p £ exha(X, 3f) where X := X\a(3f). Setting
p := p\5?, we infer from the proof of [1, Theorem 3.3(a)] that the set function

p defined by p(B) := sup{/?(L): L e 3?, L c B} , B e 38, is an element of
ca(A ,3? ,38). To prove the extremality of p, consider px, p2£ ca(A ,3,38)

suchthat p = 2~x(px+p2) holds. Then p¡ := p¡\a(3) e ba(À, 3*) for i = 1, 2

and p = 2~x(px + p2). Since p e e\xba(Â, J?), we have px = p2 and, hence,

Pi = P2 by ^-regularity. Thus p £ ex ca(A, 3*, 38).

3. Applications

In this section we will give several applications of Theorem 2.4. The first

one is concerned with extremal extensions of Baire to Borel measures. Recall

from [1] that a topological space X is said to be Baire-dominated if &~(X) is

sequentially dominated by 380(X). For this class of topological spaces we have
the following result.

3.1. Theorem. Let X be a Baire-dominated topological space. Then every Baire

measure on X admits an extremal extension to a regular Borel measure on X.

Proof In view of 1.1, our claim follows with 3f = Z(X) and SC = &(X)
from 2.4.

Note that a topological space X is Baire-dominated if X is a cb-space [1]

or X is cozero-dominated [10]. In particular, X is Baire-dominated if X is

countably compact or X is normal and countably paracompact.

3.2. Theorem. Let X be a Hausdorff space. Then every 3¿o(X)-regular measure
on o(3fo(X)) has an extremal extension to a Radon measure on X.

Proof. Set 3f = 3f0(X), 3> = 3Z(X), sé = o(3?), and 38 = 38(X). Then
&(X) C &{&) and hence 33 c a(^(3f)). Thus our claim follows from 2.4.

3.3. Theorem. Let rx, r2 be topologies on a set X where r2 is finer than tx .

For /=1,2 let ^i (2"¡) be the family of closed (zero-) sets in X pertaining to
the topology t, .
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(a) Assume that ^2 is sequentially dominated by a(^x). Then every &[-
regular Borel measure on (X, Ti) has an extremal extension to a ^-regular
Borel measure on (X, r2).

(b) Assume that Z2 is sequentially dominated by a(Zx). Then every Baire

measure on (X, ix) has an extremal extension to a Baire measure on (X,x2).

Proof, (a) follows with 3T = 9[ and 3 = 9^ from 2.4. In view of 1.1, (b)
follows with 3?= Z\ and 3? = Z2 from 2.4.

The domination property in 3.3(a) (3.3(b)) is, in particular, satisfied if

(X, x2) is countably compact (pseudocompact). Thus 3.3(a) is a common gen-
eralization of [8, Theorem 9; 2, Corollary 3.2; 3, Corollary 2.3], whereas 3.3(b)

generalizes [2, Corollary 3.4].

Our next result is concerned with the existence of extremal preimage mea-

sures.

3.4. Theorem. Let X, Y be arbitrary sets, and let f be a mapping from X onto
Y. Furthermore, let 9) c 3s (Y) be a lattice and W c 3°(X) a S-lattice such

that f~x(2¡) c Í? holds. If ^ is sequentially dominated by o(f~x(2)), then
for any 2-regular measure v on a(3¡), the convex set of ^-regular measures

p on <r{W) with v = f(p) (i.e., v(B) = p(f~x(B)) for all B e a(2¡)) has an
extreme point.

Proof. Put y(f~x(B)) := v(B) for B £ a[ß). Then y is a f~x(2¡)-regular

measure on f~x(a(3l)) = o(f~x(3¡)). By 2.4, y has an extremal extension to

a f-regular measure ft on o(fê). It is easy to see that p is an extreme point
of the set of all ^-regular measures p on <r(f ) with v = f(p).

3.5. Corollary. Let X, Y be topological spaces, and let f be a continuous
mapping from X onto Y.

(a) // -£(X) is sequentially dominated by f~x(¿@0(Y)), then, for any Baire
measure v on Y, the convex set of Baire measures p on X with v = f(p)

has an extreme point.

(b) If &(X) is sequentially dominated by f~x(33(Y)), then, for any regular
Borel measure v on Y, the convex set of regular Borel measures p on X with

v — f(p) has an extreme point.

Remarks, (a) Note that the domination condition in 3.5(a) (3.5(b)) is satisfied
if X (and hence also Y) is pseudocompact (countably compact). Thus 3.5(b)
generalizes [8, Theorem 10].

(b) Various characterizations of extremal preimage measures can be found
in [5, §3].
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